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ABSTRACT

We consider the (lt+Jl)-dimensional theory whose Lagrangian function Is

!*+H * g a E ' w h e r e H i s t h e Ricci scalar and a is a positive constant.

The metric is g = diag(g , 4 e ). Dimensional reduction leads to an

effective four-dimensional Lagrangian of induced-gravity type,
4 = r~ u ,-(lJ-2)/2 -(EI-lt)/£

Ricci scalar and K_^ and K £ are constants. The positive semi-definiteness of

t£ avoids the difficulties, pointed out recently by Horowitz and by Rubakov,

which can arise in quantum cosmology when the (Euclidean) action becomes negative.

The compactification is onto a time-like internal space g , as suggested by

Aref'eva and Volovich, giving a four-dimensional de Sitter space-time with

,- I j / 2H£), where R is the four-dimensional

4> » constant, which however is classically unstable on a time scale i< E .
-1/2

Decrease of the radius * of the internal space is ultimately halted "by

then includes the usual Hilbert termquantum effects, via some V($), and

and a cosmological constant.

The., functional integral approach to quant urn. cosmology initiated by

Hartle and Hawking [l] involves a wave function of the univerae ¥ which

obeys the Wheeler-De Witt equation [2], It is defined by

(1)

vhere h is the metric on same compact three-manifold Y2. , the Euclidean

functional Integral is to be taken over all Riemannian four-metrics g and

matter fields 1 on manifolds M whose only boundary is JT] , such that g

induces h on YZ t and S [g , ] is the Euclidean Einstein action.

investigations have been carried out by Hawking and his collaborators [3], vho

argue that the boundary conditions just described are in some sense preferred.

ab
Further

Recently, however, attention has been drawn to two difficulties with

this prescription, both stemming from the fact that S is not positive definite.

Firstly, this means that the functional integral (l) is not well defined. Some

time ago, it was suggested [k] that this problem could be overcome by deforming

the contour of integration into the complex plane, keeping R S [g ] ̂ 0.
e a ab

But Horowitz [5] has stressed that this operation cannot be guaranteed to work,

because the requisite conformal rescaling of an asymptotically Euclidean metric

to one with aero scalar curvature is in general impossible. Also, under the
2

conformal rotation g + £1 g , with £1 = 1 + iy, the action for the matter
fields is no longer positive, so that the total action can become negative.

The proposed solution [I4] relies upon the positive-action theorem [6],

which states that asymptotically Euclidean metrics with zero scalar curvature have

positive action. But in cosmology, we often consider a non-zero cosmological

constant A, in which case the classical solution is de Sitter space, R . = Ag . ,
ab ab

for which no analogue of the positive action theorem exists . Rather, Horowitz [5]

has put forward a negative-action conjecture, that for any metric on a. four-

manifold M with boundary Y~ ,
vhen R = hA, the action 8 is negative.
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It might be thought that a negative S can be dealt with simply by

performing a Wick rotation of the time coordinate in the sense t + +ix in place

of the conventional rotation t -*• -if. This possibility has been discussed by

Linde [7]; whilst Sel'dovich and Starobinsky [8] and Vilenkin [9] have advocated

the use of ]3 | instead of S . The trouble then, as already mentioned above,

is that the matter part of the action goes negative. This is the second serious

problem and it has been studied by Rubakov et al. [10]. They show that under

these circumstances nne would have particle creation at a catastrophic rate,

* To be submitted for publication. -2-



even In the non-Planckian era. The semi-classical approximation [11 I -inu [12],

in which one writes f t A exp(-S ), breaks down. The coefficien A, which

takes account of Gaussian fluctuations about the classical solutioi. , can no

longer be calculated, because the corresponding functional differential operator

possesses more than one negative eigenvalue [12], Instead of tunnelling through

the potential barrier separating the Euclidean region (where the vavefunetion

decays or grows exponentially) and the Lorentzian region {where it oscillates),

the universe prefers to jump to the top of the barrier. *)

In order to avoid the difficulties discussed so far, Horowitz [5] has

suggested starting from a positive-definite action involving higher-derivative

terms. An action involving higher-derivative terms alone has been considered in

the past, with the aim of inducing the Einstein term by quantum effects [lU], but

the calculated value of G remains ambiguous as a result of non-perturbative

corrections [15]. Therefore, Horowitz considered the action

» ( 2 )

where C . , Is the Vfeyl tensor and o, and a_ are constants, withabed _ ' 1 2
E56ira. A • m , with m being the Planck mass.

If the theory is to be free of tachyons, then the coefficient a must

be negative, and one may have a ghost at high energies [16]. But the analysis [5]

was carried out in minisuperspace, working with the Friedmann metric

) = ott - at) <Ax , (3)

where a is the radius function of the universe, and the conformal invariance

of the space-time (3) implies a vanishing Weyl tensor. Further, Horowitz

restricted attention to the case A = 0, so that expression (2) reduces to

The positive definiteness of expression CO leads one to guess, in the

light of the results [1] and [3], that the wavefunction Is always oscillatory,

and this is what was found. Upon variation with respect to g , the action [h)
ab

yields the field equations

*) Thermal fluctuations can bring about the same result in another context [13]-

(5)

which can be applied in the semi-classical approximation, where the tensor

H is conserved as a consequence of the invariance of the Lagrangian (It)

under coordinate transformations [17]. In the space-time (3), it suffices to

consider the I 1 component of Eqs, (5), which reduces to

(6)

and this, together with the assumed symmetry, implies the solution

, (T)

where A' is arbitrary. This also Is what Horowitz discovered: his conclusion

(in our notation) is that "the 'wave function of the universe yftjX^1 corresponds

to a superposition of classical de Sitter space-times with H > 12/a ".

The question of how to cancel the unwanted cosmological constant remains

open, as it also will if one considers the action (2) with A # 0. Note,

incidentally, that the solution (f) with an arbitrary A1 is no longer valid In

that case, at the semi-classical level, because Eqs.(5) are replaced by

= 0. (8)

Taking the t r a c e of Eqs. (8) y i e ld s

(9)

(remember that H = 0 ) , which suggests that the wavefunction will correspond
Q.

to a unique de Sitter space-time, rather than to a superposition of different
states with different A', although that remains to be seen.

To look at this problem from another angle, in this paper we shall

consider the higher-dimensional theory analogous to expression (U). Namely, we

start with the (U+H)-dimensional action

S = 0WG)~ dxJAR . (10)

- 3 -
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The (U+H)-dimensional field equations are now

in fl -A --- • Al **

(u)

We write the metric in the trial form

0

0 fc)^))*
(12)

where indices a, b run from 0 to 'i and indices m, n run from k to (3+N).

If this model is to be of any relevance, then some compactification

mechanism must be found. Accordingly, we seek a solution to the N-dimensional

sector of the form

*Wi- (13)

where X is a constant. Then, the (mn) components of Eqs.(ll) reduce to the one

equation

Using the expressions

A

and

A A .

DR - -5N.
we may rewrite Eq.(lU) as

(15)

a.- m
The space-time components of Eqs- (ll) may be written as

-5-

and their trace yields the equation

(18)

(19)

Let us seek a solution with

Then Eqs. (17) and (19) reduce to

constant and R constant.

and 1 (£0)

in which we have written X = Rj^Ci' ^lie c o n s i s t e n t solution to Eqs.(20) is

X = -N, which implies that R = 0 as required by the trace of Eqs.(ll), and

thus satisfies the zero action hypothesis [18]. The full solution is

(21)

The fact that $ > 0 means that R/R < 0. If the internal space$ > 0 means that R/R < 0. If the internal space gr

is space-like, as usually assumed, then compactification can only occur if

X > 0, in which case the four-dimensional space-time is an anti-de Sitter space.

From a cosmological point of view, however, we are often more interested in

obtaining a de Sitter space-time, which would require X < 0. This raises the

question of whether compactification is possible onto a hyperbolic space g .

How, if the extra variables are time-like, it has been shown by Aref'eva and

Volovich [19] and [20] that spontaneous dimensional reduction in Kaluza-Klein

theories does generally imply compactification onto hyperbolic manifolds. For

example, the higher-dimensional theory ot ̂  « >^g {R-2A), which is the model of

[20] with

space-time when compactified in this way.

^ «

Y » y < 0 in the notation of that paper, does yield a de Sitter

The notion of extra time-like variables was recently proposed by

Sakharov [21], who stressed that the associated breakdown of causality - already

implicit in quantum gravity anyway - only becomes manifest at energies of order

the inverse compactification length. Hence, there is no a priori reason to

reject the hypothesis, of course, there oust be no contradiction vith low-energy

-6-



physics. In particular, the phenomenological theory must 'be ghost-free, and

this can be ensured, as discussed in [20], provided that certain specified

conditions are satisfied.

It is necessary to examine the stability of the solution (21). In

order to gain some information about this, we perturb the quantities H and

+, setting

and <f - <p (22)

where R = -~S\^ , and assuming that X remains constant. Substituting

expressions (22) back into Eqs.(l7) and (19), and retaining only linear terms

in small quantities, we have the perturbation equations

(23)

and

from, which it follows that

(25)

Eq.(25) suggests that we should set £R • W(N + ~)\&$, whereupon Eqs. (23)

and {2k) reduce to

(26)

where Y stands for R or $, and m = (1 + 9/2N)EQ. In the Friedmann space-

time (3), Eq.(26) reads

=0 , (27)

where a dot denotes differentiation with respect to comoving time t and H = a/a.

2

For an anti-de Sitter spacs, we have RQ < 0 and m < 0, which implies

that the solution (21) is stable to time-dependent perturbations. On the other

hand, when the space-time is of de Sitter type, with B Q > 0 and m > 0,

then Eg.(27) admits exponentially growing and decaying solutions of the form

(28)

where RQ = 12H0> which represents an instability. When Y = R, the initial

amplitude (6R) may be estimated from the uncertainty principle AEAt •*• 1

applied to one horizon volume. We have t ^ H~ ^ /l2~ R and

l"3 H3/m . The growingE i. PV -v. tpll"3 <\- (12} 3 / 2 m2 R " 1 ' 2 , SO that |«R j -v

mode (28) will destroy the de Si t ter space-time after a time T given by setting

|SR|/R ^ 1, which we estimate via the relation

(E9)

In order for inflation to solve the horizon problem, we require that H T > 65, or

(30)

which obviously cannot be satisfied in a reasonable way.

Notice that we have A < 0 when m > 0, so that 6<)i/SR < 0. This
-1/2implies that when R decreases, then the radius of the internal space <f

also decreases. One would expect this process to stop at some value t = $ ,

as a result of quantum effects associated with a potential V($); inflation may

then be possible. It should also be observed that at this point the effective

four-dimensional Lagrangian contains an Einstein term proportional to R,

although no such term was present initially in the higher-dimensional Lagrangian,

For integration over the compactified internal-space coordinates y will

change the Lagrangian density of expression (10) into an effective four-

dimensional Lagrangian of the form

(3D

where K, and K are constants.

-7-
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The model described here is perhaps too rudimentary for very meaningful

conclusions to be drawn, but the idea of compactification onto time-like

extra dimensions may be of relevance in more realistic models. In particular

Aref'eva and Volovich [20] have shown that such compactification is possible

for the Eg x Eg heterotic superstring theory [22] as modified by Candelas et al.

[23], whose Lagriingian in the field theory limit is

(32)

where <j> is the dilston field, F ^ is the Yang-Mills field, ri is the anti-

symmetric tensor 01 5 E R , and we have absorbed the gauge coupling g

into the definite of i|>. x>

When y = 1/30, compactification onto a Calabi-Yau manifold K is

possible, not only for the metric signature (1,9) but also for the signature (7,3).

The zero-mass bosonic sector is the same in both signatures, and there are no

ghosts [20]. When y 4 1/30, there exist compactifications W = M x S x L
J.6 1* 1+ 2

and M " ^ = M x L x L in the signatures (1,9) and (5,5) - both of which permit

supersymmetry [21*]. Note, however, that the results of Zuiebach [25] and of

Cecotti et al. [26] require one to replace the quantity •&• " by the Euler-

number density d% = R,___ R - l*RnT,R + R and hence some further
AULD Ao

investigation may be necessary.

Finally, let us recall that making the action positive semi-definite is

tantamount to abolishing the "tunnel", in which rotations of the time coordinate

t into the complex plane became problematic. From this, it is clear that the

concept of "time" is crucially involved here, which may be another reason for

taking the idea of additional time-like dimensions seriously.
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